Move 78 & Financial Resilience Australia Announce Partnership.
Their joint focus will be Financial Wellness Initiatives in the Asia-Pacific.

Singapore and Melbourne, (October 19, 2020)
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financial health and wellbeing. We are not just
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Move 78 Pte Ltd

Financial Resilience Australia

Move 78 was established in Singapore in 2018 and is a

Financial Resilience Australia is an independent

wholly owned subsidiary of SoHo Capital LLC, the private
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investment company based in the US and founded in
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information, please visit www.move78.
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Contact

solutions which are useful and relevant to the financial

Mariko Braswell, Co-Founder & CEO

lives of everyday users.

mbraswell@move78.global
Contact
Vinita Godinho, Founder & CEO
vgodinho@financialresilience.com.au
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